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 This menu-driven program requires no user input, so the installation process is extremely simple. The latest version is released on 1st of May 2020. This tutorial uses the following software versions: Windows 10 1809 Cuda version 9.0 Mesa version 18.1.2 Nvidia driver version 410.34 Originally written by NeoPenguin (top), updated and migrated by Mineold and re-released as a group effort by
eGPU.io.  DISCLAIMER: Please be aware that the information is written specifically for the Pi4-Plus and its’ cables. Therefore, the information provided here is not designed to ensure optimal performance for all setups. ================================================================ Table of Contents 1. Introduction - Setup - Settings - Test and Troubleshoot - Frequently
Asked Questions 2. Instructions - Build Your eGPU - System Requirements - Running the Software - Troubleshooting 3. Cautions - Potential System Interference - Important Notes 1.1 eGPU.io instructions and Compatibility Chart -------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- eGPU.io is a website and menu-driven software that manages many tasks such as configuring the
eGPU hardware and maintaining the eGPU software. This program is distributed only from eGPU.io and requires no user input during installation. You can use this program in several ways; you can either run it in its’ own UI or you can configure the eGPU software using command-line options. This software is designed to work with an eGPU enclosure which is powered by an external power supply
and by an external monitor connected to a VGA or HDMI port. The eGPU enclosure is powered by your main power supply which is connected to your computer and the eGPU enclosure. For reference, the eGPU.io instructions are a reference for how to use eGPU.io and does not assume that you have prior experience with eGPU. 1.2 eGPU.io is compatible with the following devices and hardware

configurations. 1.2.1 eGPU-powered devices eGPU.io is compatible with these devices. eGPU enclosure 82157476af
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